When “zoo people” design animal exhibits they must consider all the animal’s needs. Use the form below to help you observe the exhibit of an animal.

Animal’s name ____________________________

(1) Is there drinking water? ____________________________

(2) Where is the water? in a pool ____________________________ in a dish ____________________________ in a sprinkler ____________________________

(3) Is there shelter for the animal? ____________________________

(4) What does the shelter look like? a cave ____________________________ a tree ____________________________ a log ____________________________ other ____________________________

(5) Is the exhibit large enough for the animal to exercise? ____________________________

(6) Are there places for the animal to: climb ____________________________ swim ____________________________ run ____________________________ fly ____________________________ dig ____________________________ rest ____________________________

(7) Is there a place for the animal to sleep? ____________________________

What does this sleeping area look like? ____________________________

(8) How does the zoo keeper feed and care for the animal? ____________________________

(9) Do you like the way the exhibit looks? ____________________________

Why? ____________________________

(10) How would you change this exhibit? ____________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________